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Advances in fully automatic splice monitoring
By Oliver Scholz, Ulf Hassler,
Guenther Kostka and Tobias Meyer
Dept. Contactless Test and Measurement Systems,
Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits

The tire building process is still dominated by numerous manufacturing stages involving human interaction or supervision.
One recurring task is the subsequent
application of various material layers on
the tire building drum, with the material overlap–the splice–being a key property.
Currently point-laser triangulation
sensors are still in widespread use to
monitor the splice, in usually three locations to detect gross manufacturing
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faults.
The operator is required to visually
inspect and if necessary correct problems.
With the transition to more automated
tire production, fully automatic monitoring of the tire building process is a requirement, with human labor or inspection being costly and prone to errors.
The application of sheet-of-light measurement at multiple stages of the tire
building process allows complete 3D acquisition of the entire material layer for
all layers, providing data significantly
beyond splice measurement alone.
Monitoring of the splice alone is not
sufficient for quality assurance, though,
if the goal is to replace manual inspection.
It is important to understand the difference between simply monitoring production and actually measuring material properties.
The former is usually a coarse decision
whether or not a part in the production

Executive summary
This document discusses the measurement and evaluation of the characteristics of the splice of different materials in the tire manufacturing process using
sheet-of-light sensors.
Correlated measurements from two sensors are used to calculate splice properties on materials without a supporting drum.
Various systems are in use in a production environment for supervising different stages of the tire building process.
The operating principle is demonstrated along with data gained on a tire
building machine.
The various measurement possibilities with the availability of full 3D material data are discussed as well as the advantages and drawbacks associated with
the design choices depending on the prerequisites given by existing machinery.
stream is good or not, while the latter involves often extensive measurement and
computation of a number of properties.
The reward for measurement is tighter
control over product quality and fewer rejects because the combined reject thresholds can be more precisely controlled.
The measurement situation is unfortunately vastly different at different
building stages. The materials being applied have a wide range of dimensions
and required resolutions and the mechanical mounting situation can vary
even with different versions of the same
machinery from the same manufacturer.
The result is the need to custom design or adapt not only the measurement
sensors but also the image processing to
yield the required results.
Another challenge is the requirement
that the measuring process must be
without any significant impact on the
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of splice
measurement on drum.

Fig. 2. View of a laser line on a splice.

Fig. 1. Illustration of sheet-of-light measurement principle.

performance of the building process, i.e.
no additional handling steps or processing time are allowed. Yet even small defects or deviations must be reliably detected by such a system.
To fulfill these requirements, a highspeed and high-resolution method is required.
The data acquisition method used in
the system presented here is the sheetof-light method, a measurement principle in widespread use in inspection systems for finished tires in the tire
industry today.
This method allows the system to gain
knowledge about the condition of the
splice along the continuous width of the
material, in high resolution and at production speeds, providing surface data
of the entire layer’s surface in contrast
to merely three narrow measurement
tracks as implemented by point triangulation based splice measurement systems in use on tire building machines
today.
The condition of the splice outside of
these tracks is therefore unknown to
those systems, excluding them from use
on fully automatic tire building machines.
In principle, this method is applicable
to preparation splice material as well,

allowing automatic measurement and
evaluation of the preparation splice
across the entire material width. It is
possible to detect a variety of standard
defects, with potential for additional
measurement parameters to be calculated from the image data.
This information can be used to ensure
consistent quality of the preparation material without costly and error-prone
manual inspection, thus improving quality and potentially lowering production
cost at the same time.

System design
System concept
The SOL measurement is based on a
simple principle of operation1.
A laser line is projected onto an object,
and the line follows the shape of the object’s surface (Fig. 1).
A camera looking at the diffuse reflection of the laser line from an angle generates an image of the line, which is
then used to calculate height information of the object’s surface.
This height profile, generated from
the image, represents the height information at the time of recording, and by
moving the object underneath the laser
line, the surface of the object can be
recorded.
From this data, the surface in the
height measurement range can be reconstructed.
SOL systems have been a valuable
means for inspection of finished tires,
proving the industrial suitability of this
method for more than 10 years now.
As with finished tires, this method allows the coverage of the surface area to
be measured with a large number of adjacent measurement tracks.
This setup (Fig. 2) is equivalent to an
array of more than 1,000 triangulation
sensors.
Some systems for innerliner measurement provide more than 3,000 measureSee Splice, page 18
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Yet, it is possible to safely retrofit
such a measurement sensor into existing machinery, in addition to designing
it into new tire building machines.

Continued from page 17
ment tracks in axial direction.
The tangential resolution depends on
the drum diameter, the sensor speed
and the material application speed.
There are many degrees of freedom
when designing a sensor for a specific
application, but the design also requires
consideration of the situation at the tire
building machine.
Often there are robotic arms or rings
to transfer material from drum to drum,
or the drum itself is moved.
Obviously the splice measurement system must be mounted outside of those areas of movement, while still being in
measurement range of the building drum.
When a remote mounting location is
chosen, there is an inherent danger from
laser radiation because of the need of
relatively high-powered lasers for this
measurement method.
With all these points to consider it is
not possible to cover all situations with
a single measurement sensor design.

Data acquisition process
A measurement starts with the drum
being stopped, before the next material
layer is applied.
The sensor then detects the leading
material edge, also to detect missing
material layers as a result of failed application.
The data acquisition then continues
throughout the application process (Fig.
3), which takes place at normal production speeds.
Data acquisition finally stops when
the trailing edge of the material has
passed the measurement location.
The result is 3D height and thickness
information of the most recently applied
layer, so the actual splice measurement
is performed in software.
Image processing
The use of image processing allows
not only monitoring of certain material
properties, but also measurements of

Fig. 4. Grey value coded surface image of innerliner.

various material dimensions.
Fig. 4 shows a raw height image of innerliner material with a material delimiter overlay.
The splice, being the most relevant
parameter, is not calculated separately
per track but as a whole based on data
gained from the more than 1,000 measurement tracks.
Additionally, material width, centricity, offsets, etc. are measured through
additional image processing algorithms.
The data also contains information
that can be used to detect standard defects like dog ears, lumps, missing layers, etc.
Any feature that is present in the 3D
layer data can be detected or measured
depending on the capabilities of the image processing algorithms.
The current image processing algorithms calculate a result set in realtime, typically less than 0.3 seconds after data acquisition.

Verification
Before the system was cleared for production, it was required to verify the
splice measurements determined by the
system.
Two different comparison methods
were applied to gain comparison data.
First, the SOL splice measurement was
compared with mechanical measurements performed by a skilled quality engineer using a steel ruler.
Each steel rule measurement was performed three times and averaged. The
correlation between SOL and mechanical measurement was 0.11 mm on average (Fig. 5).
Because manual measurements only
yield values at separate locations, Xrays of a splice were used as an additional method to gain a measurement
curve of the entire splice along the material width for comparison.
As Fig. 6 shows, the correlation beFig. 7. Schematic measurement setup
for preparation splice.

Fig. 5. Comparison manual and automatic splice measurements.

tween SOL measured splice and X-ray
measured splice is very good.2, 3
Preparation material
The SOL measurement method in
principle is also usable for measurement
of preparation materials where a fixed
width material is cut to the required
length and spliced after a 90° rotation
yielding the required width for a specific
tire.
Using a single SOL sensor to capture
the material’s outer surface is not sufficient for preparation material because
the material is not applied to a drum,
therefore lacking a reference surface.
For preparation material it is necessary to acquire data from the top as well
as from the bottom of the material at the
same time because the material is not
moved at a constant speed and there is
considerable vertical movement of the
material during production.
Only the combination of top and bottom data yields measurement data with
the desired accuracy. For this reason a
set of two SOL systems was used as illustrated in Fig. 7.
In order to acquire data from the bottom of the material, an access window is
required allowing ample space to accommodate the incoming sheet of laser light
as well as the diffuse reflection of the
line.
Naturally the presence of this required measurement window in itself
causes the material to hang to a certain
degree, but because of the use of two
sensors, this deflection can be corrected
algorithmically, resulting in profilometer data for the preparation material.
The correlation of top and bottom data
is vital to gain accurate measurements.
It is not possible to correlate data
from top and bottom sensors if an offset
exists in location or time because the
material movement is unpredictable, resulting in wave type movements of the
material stream at the times of material
transport through the machine.
Thus it is vital to mount the sensors
in such a fashion that measurement of
both sensors occurs at the same location
on the material.
A rotational encoder is used to determine the material speed and keep the
sensors synchronized in time.
The use of calibrated cameras allows
coordinated processing of the height profiles from both sensors to calculate the
absolute values of total material thickness at the measuring position.
Unfortunately, the course of the
measured splice curve is quite different
from an ideal model because the material is under tension.

Fig. 6. Comparison X-ray and SOL splice measurements.
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It is apparent that the splice edge is
no longer vertical, but stretched by the
pull, and the shape of the splice, if defined as a deviation from standard material thickness, deteriorates into a sawtooth.

As a result the material thickness
variation does not look like the ideal
splice.
The detection, and more importantly
the correct measurement, of a splice are
further complicated by variations in ma-

Fig. 8. Photographic image of dog-ear.

terial thickness in the order of magnitude of the leading edge of the splice.
Using SOL sensors with more than
1,500 measurement tracks along the
width of the material (currently max.
700 mm) a resolution of about 0.5 mm
can be achieved both along the material
width as well as in the direction of
movement.
With a minimum material thickness
of 1 mm, the height resolution is about
0.17 mm at a measurement height
range of 20 mm.
The system is currently capable of
measuring/detecting the splice length
over the entire material width as well as
detecting various faults at any position
along the splice width:
• Splice overlap too large
• Splice overlap too small
• Open/partially open splice (gaps in
overlap)
• Material width
• Dog-ear
• Material offset at splice position
The height data generated by the SOL
sensors can also easily be used to detect
manufacturing defects, like the dog-ear
shown on the photo in Fig. 8.
The corresponding height images of
top and bottom sensor both clearly show
the dog-ear (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Height images of dog-ear of top and bottom sensors.

Key experiences

Fig. 10. View of a SOL sensor measuring preparation splice.

Both the splice and the preparation
splice measurement system were installed at a major tire manufacturer’s
plant in Germany. Fig. 8 shows a SOL
sensor in operation measuring preparation material.
It is not possible to design a generic
sensor to cover all situations.
Machine as well as production specific
requirements usually necessitate a customization of the mechanical sensor design.
There is a certain dependency of image quality and material age.
As the material ages, the surface reflectivity changes, resulting in shiny reflective areas on fresh material and a
less reflective surface on older material.
Because SOL relies on diffuse reflection,
the reflectivity range of material and
drum must be taken into account when
adjusting the sensor.
The measurement principle has
proven suitable for practically all building stages: preparation material, innerliner, ply, breaker and tread materials
can accurately be measured, only image
processing adaptations need to be made.
An important point is that the availability of more measured properties can
reveal previously undetected production
issues.
Quality guidelines must be carefully
assessed or adapted to prevent scrapping parts unnecessarily.

Conclusion
Real-time monitoring of the splice
quality is possible without significant
performance impact, only halting production on errors for defect acknowledgment and remedy.
Single and dual SOL systems have

PRODUCTS
Roembke, Endetec, Engel
focus on water testing
OSSIAN, Ind.—Roembke Mfg. &
Design Inc., Endetec and Engel Machinery Inc. have worked together to
create a turnkey single-use water test

cartridge and automated monitoring
system to reduce laboratory water vial
testing from up to two weeks to within
two to 18 hours depending on the level
of contamination.
The water test cartridge incorporates overmolded rigid plastic and optical grade liquid silicone rubber in a
fully automated production process,
the companies said.
The test cartridge leverages a two-

shot mold and subsequent robotic
transfer into an integrated assembly
cell to complete six processes outside
of the molding area, and then put in a
box ready to ship.
According to Roembke President
Greg Roembke, the two-shot overmolding process was adopted because
it allows new formulas to bond to different substrates (such as silicone and
plastic) most cost-effectively.

proven suitable for production use on
tire building machines or preparation
material manufacturing.
Because the 3D-data of all layers of a
tire can be recorded by these systems,
more computations can be applied to
utilize the data for other purposes in the
future.
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